Abstract. Experimental determination of the acoustic characteristics of a sound insulation panel often requires a standard measurement suite consisting two rooms connected via a window onto which the panel is mounted. While such a facility is quite expensive to build and maintain, the measurement results can show a significant variance, especially at low frequencies. The potential causes may include the characteristics of the rooms, the placement of the sound source(s), the installment of the panels, etc. To better understand the variance of the results and identify the directions for improving the sound insulation designs and applications, a virtual testing capability is developed based on an analytical parametric model. This model consists of a source room, a receiving room, and a partition wall with a mounting window. The sound insulation structures can represent a simple panel or a complex structure with various structural and/or acoustical design features. This model can be effectively used to virtually test the acoustic performance of sound insulation designs under different environments and application conditions.
Introduction
Structural-acoustic coupling is of interest to automotive, aerospace and other industries. The sound transmission through an elastic panel between two rooms is of significance to the calculation of the sound transmission loss of panel-like structures. A literature survey of the structural-acoustic coupling shows that a large amount of work has been done in calculating free and forced responses of cavity-panel-cavity systems.
The standards for the determination of sound insulation of building elements are derived assuming that the sound fields in both rooms are perfectly diffuse, i.e., with equal probability of energy flow in all directions [1] . The diffuse field assumption is only valid in medium and high frequency ranges, since at low frequencies the sound field in the reverberation chambers is dominated by a few normal modes. It has been concluded that the actual standards did not provide essential improvements of the accuracy at very low frequencies [2] . To better understand the sound transmission through the two rooms via the panel, analytical and numerical methods have been used. Modal analysis [3] is adopted to study the errors in sound transmission measurements. Maluski and Gibbs [4] have employed the FEM to study how the configuration of two identical reverberant rooms influences the transmission loss of a partition at low frequencies. Jo and Elliott [5] studied the sound insulation properties of the panel mounted between adjacent rooms and give a strategy for active control of the low-frequency sound transmission between rooms. Xiang, et al. [6] studied the sound energy decays consisting of multiple exponential decay rates in the coupled-volume systems. Papadopoulos[7] proposed a virtual laboratory to represent a real laboratory consisting of two reverberation rooms to study the TL of the panel based on the technology of acoustic measurements and standards.
Compared to the conventional level difference method to measure the TL of the panel, newer technique base on the measurements of sound intensity on the receiving room side of the partition are widely used due to the advances in instrumentation and technology. Halliwell and Warnock [8] compared the conventional method and the intensity method to measure the TL of the panel and found significant differences between the two measurement techniques at low frequencies and high frequencies.
Recently, Spectro-Geometric Method (SGM) [9, 10] is adopted to study the cavity with impedance boundary conditions and the coupled cavity-panel system. The model allows accurate accounting for the strong coupling between the vibrating panel and the sound field in the cavity. Wang et al. [11] study the TL of an elastic panel in cavity-panel system by the SGM method and the TL is estimated in a way similar to the intensity method.
In this paper, a vibro-acoustic model is proposed for determining the sound transmission characteristics of a flexible panel. The model consists of a reverberant room, a flexible panel, and a room with dissipative wall surface. The panel can be mounted elastically onto the window that connecting the two rooms which allows considering the effects on sound transmission of mounting conditions. Unlike most of previous techniques, the continuity of the normal velocity is truthfully enforced on the interface between the flexible panel and the acoustic cavities. Numerical examples are presented to validate the model and to demonstrate the impacts on the transmission loss of different panel mounting conditions and different sound sources.
Theoretical Formulations
As shown in Figure 1 , the vibroacoustic system consists of a (source) room 1 of dimensions a 1 ×b 1 ×c 1 , a sound transmission panel of dimensions L x ×L y , and a (receiving) room 2 of dimensions a 2 ×b 2 ×c 2 . For the sake of generality, the two rooms are not necessarily of the same sizes. The panel may only partially cover the interface between the two rooms. The coordinate systems are also illustrated in Figure 1 , and the panel lies in the z 1 =0 and z 2 =0 in room 1 and room 2, respectively. This general configuration is chosen so that the sound transmission predicted by the model can be directly compared with that measured using a sound transmission test suite wherein the two rooms are not perfectly aligned. For the elastically supported rectangular panel, its flexural displacement will be invariantly expanded into a modified Fourier series as x are introduced to overcome the potential discontinuities encountered when the displacement function and its lower-order derivatives are periodically extended onto the entire x-y plane as mathematically implied by the Fourier expansion. As an immediate numerical benefit, the Fourier series in Eq. (1) will converge uniformly at an accelerated rate.
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The pressure field in the source room and the receiving room will also be similarly expressed as modified Fourier series expansions. Specifically, the pressure inside the rooms, p 1 and p 2 , are expanded as The pressure representations in Eqs. (2-3) may appear to be similar to the traditional superposition of the modes for the (rigidly walled) cavities. However, the cosine functions here are simply used as a complete set of basic functions which do not necessarily have any physical meanings. The supplementary terms are introduced to account for the fact that the derivative of pressure at the boundaries does not identically vanish on the wall where the elastic panel is mounted or the impedance boundaries are placed. It should be noted that each of the walls in the receiving room can be specified as impedance boundary conditions.
The Rayleigh-Ritz procedure will be employed to calculate the unknown expansion coefficients in Eqs. (1-3) . The Lagrangian for the panel structure can be written as 
where 0 Q is the volume velocity amplitude of the monopole source, and Z is the complex acoustic impedance of the wall surface in room 2.
Substituting Eqs. (1-3) into Eqs. (4) (5) and (6) and minimizing the resulting equations against the unknown Fourier coefficients will lead to a set of couple system It should be point out that Eq. (9) represents a strong coupled vibroacoustic system, that is, the interaction between the vibration of the panel and the pressure fields on the both sides have been faithfully taken into account. Thus, this model can be used to predict the responses of the coupled vibroacoustic system to the excitation of acoustic sources in any room. The sound transmission through the panels or apertures could be fully studied by this generally established model. 
where int k p is the sound pressure measured at the kth of the randomly selected locations in the source room and S panel is the area of the panel. The wall surfaces of the receiving room are assumed to be the classical pressure release boundary with no sound wave being reflected from them. Then, the radiation sound power can be determined by the intensity method   While TL is often used as a measure of sound insulation performance of a panel, the results in Figure  3 clearly indicate that it can be meaningfully affected by the mounting conditions. Thus, the mounting condition should be considered an important design factor in practical applications. It could also been seen that the thicker panel has a larger TL value especially at the low frequencies. To determine the sound powers impinging upon the panel, the source room should be built as a reverberate one. However, the number of and the location of the sound sources could also influence the reverberation condition. To illustrate this point, four different sound sources are placed at four randomly selected locations in source room. Fig. 4a and 4b shows the TL of panel obtained by one sound source which is placed at four randomly selected locations each time. Figure 5a and 5b plots the TL of the panel when 1, 2, 3 and 4 sound sources are use separately. Those two situations are both considered when the panel is mounted with CCCC and SSSS boundaries. The results also clearly indicate that the mounting conditions affect the sound insulation performance of the panel significantly. From Figures 4 and 5 , it is also seen that the number of and the placement of the sound sources can also affect the estimated TL. 
Summary
A vibro-acoustic model is developed for predicting the sound transmission between two rooms through an elastic panel. The model is numerically validated by comparing with the results obtained by FEM. Transmission loss of a panel is calculated for different mounting conditions, indicating that the mounting condition has a meaningful impact on the sound transmission loss. This suggests that selecting proper mounting conditions represents a viable design option for improving the transmission characteristics of sound insulation panels. Also, it is demonstrated that the calculation of the panel TL can be significantly affected by the number of the sound sources and their locations. This modeling capability provides an effective and alternative means for evaluating the transmission characteristic of a sound insulation panel, and the effects on it of certain design variables.
